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W
ith ballistic transport, a unique 1D
electronic structure, and ultrathin
body (∼1 nm), single-walled car-

bon nanotubes (CNTs) have nearly ideal
properties for a channel material in a future
transistor technology.1 The superb low-
voltage performance at aggressively scaled
channel lengths makes CNT field-effect
transistors (CNTFETs) especially suitable for
highly integrated digital nanoelectronics.2

As the processes to separate/purify semi-
conducting CNTs3�6 and place them in
desired locations on substrates7�10 con-
tinue to progress, it is critical to address
the remaining device-level issues of nano-
tube transistors. Among the remaining chal-
lenges is that CNTFETs are plagued by
device-to-device variability, including gate
hysteresis and imprecise threshold voltage
(Vth) control. Such variability is largely a
result of the entire channel of a CNT being
on its surface, yielding a high level of sensi-
tivity to neighboring charges and/or traps.
To consider CNTFETs for a future digital
technology, the variation in Vth and the
considerable hysteresis must be substan-
tially reduced or eliminated.
The origin of variation in CNTFETs is a

subject of some debate in the literature.
One of the earliest reports concluded that
water molecules adsorbed on the hydroxy-
lated gate oxide surface;which supports
the nanotube;are the cause of hysteresis.11

Several other studies have corroborated this
conclusion,12�17 including one that used
vacuum annealing under different conditions
to selectivelydriveoff certainmolecules, show-
ing that both water and oxygen adsorbates
contribute to the gate variation.18 In direct
contrast to previous reports,11,18 Lee et al.

concluded that vacuum annealing has no
effect on hysteresis and that the primary
cause is from charge transfer between the

CNT and charge traps at the silicon oxide/
ambient interface (interaction with the surface
silanol groups).19 Still others suggest that the
main mechanism is the trapping of carriers
within the gate oxide.20,21 There are also more
specific results on the effect of nanotube diam-
eter (larger diameter yields larger hysteresis)22

and the role of high electric fields on the
rearranging of traps near the nanotube.23

When considering the breadth of results
from previous work, it is important to note
the significant impact that different gate
configurations can have on the hysteresis
and Vth variation. Even though most of the
reports used similar bottom-gated struc-
tures with SiO2 on doped Si substrates, the
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ABSTRACT

The large amount of hysteresis and threshold voltage variation in carbon nanotube transistors

impedes their use in highly integrated digital applications. The origin of this variability is

elucidated by employing a top-coated, hydrophobic monolayer to passivate bottom-gated

devices. Compared to passivating only the supporting substrate, it is found that covering the

nanotube channel proves highly effective and robust at improving device-to-device consis-

tency;hysteresis and threshold voltage variation are reduced by an average of 84 and 53%,

respectively. The effect of gate and drain�source bias on hysteresis is considered, showing

strong dependence that must be accounted for when analyzing the effectiveness of a

passivation layer. These results provide both key insight into the origin of variability in carbon

nanotube transistors and a promising path for resolving this significant obstacle.
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quality of the SiO2 will play a critical role in unwanted
charge density. Interestingly, the majority of results for
reducing the gate variation are from bottom-gated
devices, with only a few involving top-gate configura-
tions. The foremost reason for the bottom-gate pre-
ference is the ease of fabrication, specifically with a
substrate gate. Another reason is the greater diversity
of passivation materials that can be used with a bottom-
gate configuration. While the most ideal geometry may
be a gate-all-around structure, devices implementing
such a gate are limited and not optimized.24,25

Several methods for reducing gate variation in
CNTFETs have been published, with nearly all focusing
on the need for surface passivation and generally
falling into two categories: (1) coating a bottom-gate
dielectric with a molecular monolayer before CNT
placement, and (2) depositing oxide on top of CNTs
after placement. Note that there are many reports on
eliminating hysteresis by using pulsed gate voltage
characterization,18,26,27 but this is merely an experi-
mental technique for understanding the origin of
hysteresis rather than a practical solution for digital
applications. Approach (1) was demonstrated with
hydrophobic self-assembled monolayers (SAMs),
which passivate the Si�OH hydroxyl groups on the
oxide surface, thus reducing the number of mobile
adsorbates that can attach.13,15,28 This approach is
mildly effective at lowering hysteresis but has an
inherent downside;adding to the equivalent oxide
thickness (EOT) for bottom-gated devices. For ap-
proach (2), high-k dielectrics, such as Al2O3 or TiO2,
are deposited using atomic layer deposition (ALD) or
physical vapor deposition to cover the substrate-
supported CNT.16,29 Elevated temperatures during de-
position can help drive off adsorbates, but oxides are not
robust barriers for furtherwater/oxygendiffusion in air. Fur-
thermore, the few reports that exist do not provide sub-
stantial evidence of hysteresis reduction from the coating.
In this work, the benefits from both of the above-

mentioned approaches are combined by coating
bottom-gatedCNTdevices;after nanotubeplacement;
with a hydrophobic SAM in a vacuum environment at
elevated temperature. This approach keeps the SAM
from adding to the EOT, enables the removal of adsor-
bates in the heated vacuum deposition environment,
provides a robust barrier to further adsorbate diffusion,
and passivates the nanotube channel in addition to the
surrounding oxide. To determine the magnitude of Vth
variation, sets of 10 devices were assembled on the same
nanotube channel to avoid variation caused by different
CNTs. Additionally, hundreds of devices (each on a
different nanotube) on the same chipwere tested before
and after the SAM passivation to determine the efficacy
of the treatment at reducinggate variation. The impact of
drain�source and gate�source (Vds and Vgs) bias on
hysteresis was studied, showing a strongdependence on
Vds that undermines the usefulness of many previous

reports that only examined hysteresis at low biases. It
shouldbenoted thatdepositionof theSAMfromsolution
phase was also studied and provided barely discernible
reduction in hysteresis and Vth variation;the gas-phase
deposition is critical to the success of this passivation
approach owing to the dry vacuum environment and
elevated temperature.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Vth Variation in Devices on the Same CNT. All of the
devices in this work utilized a substrate bottom-gate
of pþ Si with a 10 nm SiO2 gate dielectric. Sets of up to
10 devices were fabricated on individual chemical
vapor deposition (CVD)-grown nanotubes (as shown
in Figure 1) to observe the amount of variation present
when the channel material and length are consistent.
Keeping the same CNT channel is significant because
the energy band gap (Eg) is inversely proportional to
the nanotubediameter (dCNT); therefore, a change in dCNT
will have an effect on the threshold voltage. The transfer
curves in Figure 2a are from eight neighboring devices
on the same CNT and have Vth spanning approximately
0.8 V. This means that charges and traps in the vicinity of
the nanotube channels are inhomogeneous enough to
cause nearly a 1 V spread in the transfer curves.

Potential origins of the observed variation in
Figure 2a are illustrated in the schematic of Figure 1b.
Some amount of mobile and fixed oxide charges are to
be expected for the relatively thick SiO2 dielectric (10 nm)
used here;note that the dielectric was annealed in
forming gas at high temperature to minimize trapped
charges. As for mobile charge traps, they can be present
both in the oxide and in the form of adsorbedmolecules
such as water and oxygen on the Si�OH-terminated

Figure 1. (a) SEM image of 10 CNTFETs assembled on the
samenanotube. (b) Schematic of device structure, including
10 nm SiO2 gate dielectric and Pd source/drain contacts.
Higher magnification schematic illustrates the potential
sources of variation. The OH group on the hydroxylated
oxide surface could also be adsorbed H2O or O2, which
function as surface mobile charges. The charge traps
(green þ/�) can be interfacial or within the oxide. The
mobile ions (blue Naþ) may be present in samples derived
from solution-dispersed CNTs that are wrapped in a Na-
containing surfactant. The fixed oxide charge (redþ) is from
dangling bonds.
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oxide surface by attaching to the silanol groups. It is
important to determine howmucheach of these types of
charges is contributing to the observed variation. While
many of the charges represented in Figure 1b will vary in
density and type based on the gate dielectric chosen, the
surface charges and adsorbates will be present in any
oxide-CNT device.

As mentioned above, previous reports have re-
duced the charge traps on the surface by coating the
oxide with a hydrophobic SAM prior to nanotube
deposition. In this work, instead of applying the SAM
prior to the CNT channels, it was coated after the
devices were completely fabricated and tested to
determine the before and after effect. There are four
key aspects to the SAM deposition process used in this
study. First, deposition was carried out in the gas
phase, in a vacuum environment (Torr range) to aid
in desorption of oxygen. Second, the deposition tem-
perature was 150 �C, which further aided in driving off
adsorbates (such as water) from the hydroxylated
oxide surface. Third, the SAM was deposited both on
the oxide (except for the small portion of oxide under
the CNT) and over the CNT as evidenced by atomic
force microscope (AFM) images taken before and after
deposition (see Supporting Information). Coating the
CNT is significant because water molecules adsorb not
only on the Si�OH-terminated SiO2 but also on the
nanotube itself.11,13 The fourth important trait of the
current SAM deposition process is the use of hydro-
phobic monolayers, which work as effective diffusion
barriers to water and/or oxygen, enabling the devices

to be stable in air. Two monolayers were studied: hexa-
methyldisilazane (HMDS) and octadecyltrichlorosilane
(ODTS). The results herein are from HMDS, while the
ODTS results are given in the Supporting Information.

The outcome of applying a 24 h gas-phase coating
of HMDS to the eight neighboring CNTFETs in Figure 2a
is shown in Figure 2b. Passivating the devices with the
SAM reduced the range of Vth among the devices from
800 mV down to approximately 400 mV. Additionally,
the curves were all shifted to the right (more positive
Vth), denoting that there is a change in doping of the
CNT channel, from either reducing the surrounding
charges and thus “undoping” or introducing new
dopants from the charged molecules of the SAM;
most likely a combination of both mechanisms. A 50%
reduction in the Vth range is substantial, yet the devices
still span 400 mV. Therefore, large sets of devices were
studied to further elucidate the source of variation.

Vth Variation in Large Sets of Devices. Important infor-
mation was also gleaned from a distribution of devices
having nearly the same Lch but different nanotube
channels. Hundreds of devices were fabricated on a
chip from solution-processed nanotubes randomly
dispersed across the surface at a density that nominally
yields one CNT per device. Using a semiautomated
probe station, semiconducting nanotube devices were
identified and tested. To help ensure that the devices
consisted of nominally one CNT, a conditional electrical
test was used to confirm that the drain current at a
given gate bias fell within the range expected for a
single nanotube (as determined from previous ex-
periments on similar device structures). Subthreshold
curves from such a chip are given in Figure 3a, where
the range for Vth (1.2 V) is approximately 0.4 V greater
than in the devices built along the same CNT. This
larger variation is partly impacted by the different dCNT
(thus different Eg) among the devices as well as the
disparity in channel length;while all devices are
designed at 300 nm, the CNTs are in various orienta-
tions that affect actual channel length.

Because the charges causing Vth variation are in-
homogeneous across the substrate (as concluded from
Figure 2 data), it is most helpful to consider the
distribution of Vth from a large number of devices
on the same chip. Such a distribution is plotted in
Figure 3b, along with the impact that a 1 h HMDS
passivation treatment has on the same devices. The 1 h
coating only slightly tightens the distribution and
shifts Vth mildly to the right (more positive). In contrast,
coating HMDS in the same process but for 24 h has a
sizably different effect, as seen with the before and
after distributions in Figure 3c. The considerable dif-
ference made by longer HMDS coating time is mainly
attributed to more effective desorption of molecular
adsorbates due to longer exposure to vacuum and
high temperature. An additional factor is that the
1 h treatment does not likely provide a complete

Figure 2. (a) Initial transfer curves from 8 CNTFETs on the
sameCVD-grownnanotube. (b) Transfer curves from the same
devices as in (a), after a 24 h passivation coating of HMDS at
150 �C; the range of Vth reduces from ∼800 to ∼400 mV. All
devices have Lch = 80 nm. Insets are of the same data plotted
on a log scale to show the subthreshold off-state.
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monolayer of HMDS. The 24 h coating, however,
forms a complete monolayer that passivates all
devices. This difference in coating uniformity was
confirmed by the contact angle of water measured
on the samples after HMDS deposition. For the 1 h
coating, the contact angle was 65� versus 77� from
the 24 h coating;higher contact angle signifies
higher hydrophobicity and thus a more complete
monolayer.

Another important consideration when determin-
ing the magnitude of Vth variation in a set of devices is
the direction that Vgs is swept. For all of the results
herein, Vgs was swept from the on-state (negative
voltage) to the off-state (positive voltage) when ex-
tracting Vth. If the range of Vth were examined for the
devices by sweeping them in the opposite fashion, then
there is an impact that can be seen when comparing a
small number of devices (hysteresis differences among
the devices is the cause of this difference). However,
when examining the Vth distribution from a large set of

devices, as in Figure 3, the sweep direction of Vgs does
not noticeably affect the range of Vth.

Hysteresis Reduction in Large Sets of Devices. Gate hyster-
esis is another deleterious effect of unwanted charges
in CNTFETs, as shown in the subthreshold curves of
Figure 4a. Mobile charge traps, which rearrange under
the influence of certain gate bias and/or source�drain
electric field conditions, cause hysteretic behavior in
the characteristics. Passivation with the 24 h top coat-
ing of HMDS proves remarkably effective at removing
hysteresis (average hysteresis from 52 devices reduced
from 0.5 to 0.08 V), as seen in the Figure 4a device and
the distributions from many devices on the same chip
in Figure 4c. As with the reduction in threshold voltage
variation, the 1 h coating of HMDS was only marginally
effective at lessening hysteresis.

The ability of the top-coated HMDSmonolayer to so
dramatically reduce hysteresis provides some impor-
tant information regarding the root causes of such
variation. First of all, the passivation process focuses

Figure 3. (a) Subthreshold characteristics from56 CNTFETs on the same chip (each on a different nanotube), with each device
designed at Lch = 300 nm. The CNTs are laser ablation synthesized and dispersed onto the SiO2 from solution (inset shows
optical image of several rows of the type of contacts used to test the devices). (b) Distribution of threshold voltage for the
56 CNTFETs on the same chip before (initial) and after passivation with HMDS that was coated for 1 h. The solid lines are
Gaussian fits to the data, with standard deviations of 0.31 and 0.26 V for the initial and after HMDS data, respectively. (c)
Similar distribution for 52 devices on a chip passivated with HMDS that was coated for 24 h. Standard deviations for the
Gaussian fits are 0.27 and 0.16 V for the initial and after HMDS data, respectively. In all cases, Vth was extracted by linear fit to
the transfer curve (swept from negative Vgs to positive Vgs) at �0.5 V drain bias.

Figure 4. (a) Subthreshold characteristics from a single device showing nearly complete elimination of hysteresis after 24 h
HMDS passivation. (b) Distribution of hysteresis for 56 CNTFETs on the same chip before (initial) and after passivation with
HMDS that was coated for 1 h. The solid lines are Gaussian fits to the data, with standard deviations of 0.20 and 0.07 V for the
initial and after HMDS data, respectively. (c) Similar distribution for 52 devices on a chip passivated with HMDS, coated for
24 h. Standard deviations for the Gaussian fits are 0.24 and 0.08 V for the initial and after HMDS data, respectively. In all cases,
hysteresis was extracted from the subthreshold curve at �0.5 V drain bias and 10 nA of drain current.
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specifically on reducing unwanted surface charges;
adsorbates on the Si�OH groups and interface trap
charges. Therefore, the nearly complete elimination of
hysteresis for most of the devices suggests that it was
indeed these surface charge traps that are primarily
responsible for hysteretic behavior. As for the small
percentage of devices that still show hysteresis, they
could either be affected by local trapped charge in the
oxide, defects in the nanotubes acting as charge
centers, or still incomplete coverage with the HMDS.

Voltage Dependence of Hysteresis. Hysteresis is a diffi-
cult effect to compare from different studies because it
is highly sensitive to the voltage bias conditions and
gate geometry. Surprisingly, despite the well-known
sensitivity of hysteresis to gate and drain�source
biases, no previous studies have considered this im-
portant dependence in their reports on CNTFET hyster-
esis. Furthermore, all previous studies to our know-
ledge primarily explored hysteresis at |Vds| e 0.2 V,
which provides a dramatically lower hysteresis than

observed at more technologically relevant bias condi-
tions. Here we carefully considered the bias depen-
dence of hysteresis in the devices before and after SAM
passivation, as shown in Figure 5a,b. Note the strong
dependences of hysteresis on the gate sweep width,
particularly before passivation. As thewidth of the gate
sweep increases, more mobile charges are activated
and hysteresis increases (this could also be impacted
by increased charge injection from the gate into the
oxide due to the higher electric field). For Vds, the
increased source�drain field also activates stray
charges that contribute to the hysteresis. There re-
mains a significant dependence of hysteresis on Vds
even after passivation. For the hysteresis distribution
data in Figure 4b,c, a gate sweep width of 4 V was used
(�2 V e Vgs e 2 V) at Vds = �0.5 V.

Origin of Variation in CNTFETs. Reduction of Vth varia-
tion and hysteresis by top-coated surface passivation is
evidence of the sizable contribution of surface charges.
While the remaining variation in the Figure 3c Vth
distribution could be partially attributed to CNT chan-
nel differences, the Figure 2b devices on the same CNT
still show ∼400 mV of variation after SAM passivation.
Considering the effectiveness of the hydrophobic SAM
in suppressing hysteresis, this remaining variation in
Vth is attributed to fixed and trapped charges within
the oxide. By thinning the oxide and improving the
annealing and other treatments, these remaining
charges should be able to be reduced and, subse-
quently, the uniformity of Vth should improve. Con-
clusive from this study is that a gas-phase top coating
of a hydrophobic SAM (covering both the dielectric
and CNT) is the most effective process for reducing
variability in CNTFETs presented to date.

CONCLUSIONS

By studying sets of devices on the samenanotube, as
well as large distributions of CNTFETs on the same chip,
critical information regarding the origin of Vth variation
and hysteresis was obtained. Passivation of the oxide
and CNT with a hydrophobic monolayer proved highly
effective at reducing Vth variation and quenching
hysteresis. For the first time, the effect of gate and
drain�source bias conditions on hysteresis was con-
sidered, showing strong dependence that must be
accounted for when analyzing the effectiveness of a
passivation process. This study shows promise for an
optimized passivation layer and gate dielectric to be
able to eliminate the substantial variation present in
these molecular-channel devices.

METHODS
Synthesis and Transfer of Long CNTs for Devices on Same Nanotube.

Single-walled CNTs were synthesized on ST-cut single-crystal
quartz substrates (Hoffman Inc.). The substrates were first

thermally annealed at 900 �C for 9 h. Iron catalyst stripes
consisting of thin films (2�3 Å) were deposited by electron-
beam evaporation and patterned by photolithography (ASML
PAS 5500/60 i-line Stepper) and lift-off. Next, the substrates

Figure 5. Voltage dependence of hysteresis from a large set
of devices. (a) Dependence of hysteresis on gate voltage
sweep range before and after 24 h HMDS passivation on a
chipwith52CNTFETs. The threeVgswidths testedwere�1Ve
Vgs e 1 V, �2 V e Vgs e 2 V, and �3 V e Vgs e 3 V. (b)
Dependence of hysteresis on drain bias for the same chip as in
(a). For all devices, hysteresis was extracted at a drain current
of 10 nA. The data points in (b) and (c) are the average fromall
devices, and the error bars indicate the high and low points.
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were annealed in air at 550 �C for 1 h, followed by chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) growth of aligned CNTs between the
catalyst islands with CH4 (1000 sccm) and H2 (120 sccm) as the
feeding gases at 865 �C. After synthesis, the CNTs were coated
with 150 nm Au and transferred onto pþ Si substrates that had
10 nm thermal SiO2 that had been annealed in forming gas
(95% Ar/5% H2) at 450 �C for 30 min. The transfer process is
outlined in detail in previous publications.30,31

Fabrication of Ten Devices along the Same CNT. Following transfer,
electron-beam lithography (EBL) was used to pattern source/
drain contacts with 3 μm channel lengths for hundreds of
devices on a chip into the PMMA resist. Contact metal of
0.2 nm Ti/20 nm Pd/30 nm Au was then electron-beam evapo-
rated followed by lift-off in 80 �C acetone. An additional EBL step
was used to isolate the nanotube channels to an active device
region of 1 μmwidth by protecting them with PMMA while the
exposed CNTs were removed using oxygen plasma etching.
Using a Cascade Summit semiautomated probe station, 3 μm
long semiconducting nanotubes were located and an addi-
tional EBL step was carried out to fabricate a set of 10 CNTFETs
along the 3μmnanotube. The deviceswere electrically tested in
air with no further treatment.

Fabrication of Hundreds of Devices on a Chip. To obtain the dis-
tributions data, CNTs synthesized by arc-discharge (Hanwha
Nanotech) were mixed with a stock solution of 1% w/v of
sodium cholate. The mixture was sonicated for 30 min with a
higher power horn sonicator (600 W, 20% amplitude, 20 kHz).
The solution was then centrifuged at 10 000 rpm for 1 h
(Beckman Coulter, Optima L-100 XP ultracentrifuge). After cen-
trifugation, the supernatant was collected and then used to fill a
centrifuge tube halfway. A 30% Iodixinol (Sigma Aldrich) solu-
tion with 1% sodium cholate was then layered below the CNT
solution to be used as a stop layer. A second centrifugation step
was then performed at 41 000 rpm for 18 h. The stop layer
produced a narrow band of purified CNTs near themiddle of the
tube, whichwas collectedwith a glass pipet. This dense solution
was dialyzed in 1% sodium cholate solution where the solution
was changed two times over 48 h. The highly concentrated,
purified CNT solution was then diluted (1:100 by volume) with
1% w/v sodium cholate solution. The CNTs were then drop-
cast onto pþ Si substrates that had 10 nm thermal SiO2 that
had been annealed in forming gas (95% Ar/5% H2) at 450 �C
for 30 min. EBL was used to pattern electrodes 15 μm
wide with 300 nm channel lengths, yielding approximately
0�3 CNTs per device. The hundreds of devices were then
tested on a semiautomated probe station in air with no
further treatment.

Passivation with HMDS or ODTS. After performing initial char-
acterization of the devices, the chips were placed in a glass
desiccator filled with desiccant along with a 2 mL solution of
HMDS (Sigma Aldrich) or ODTS (Sigma Aldrich) in an open glass
vial. The desiccator was then evacuated using house vacuum.
The sealed desiccator was then put in an oven at 150 �C and
kept for the desired deposition time. After deposition, the
samples were cooled and the devices were retested in air.
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